In a joint venture to help, I (Gary
Laubscher), with the help of Daniel
Coetzer, and Richard Sanders
(Distributor in SA for Luna), have
organised a new mounting rail for the
riflescope- which is now 100%
reliable.

NEWS
FLASH!!

------------------------------------------------Before (see the link at end of this article…), we
experienced a lot of problems with the inferior mounting
system on these scopes, and this prompted us to
organise a new and PROPER system. NOW you can,
without any doubt, mount this to a rifle and not have any
problems with spanners and weird mounting systems. Now
we can honestly say the buyer will have no problems with
this scope that is mounted correctly.

BEFORE

This was before and how it looked before the change took
place; you cannot compare this to what it now looks like.
This mount was terrible; now it is as solid as a rock. A
rifle scope is only as good as its mounts! Before, with
less than 5 shots from a 223 rifle, the mount moved; it
was a mess, but now we are in business!

NOW!!!
Here we have the awesome new mounting system, as solid
as a rock, a spacer with A KEYS!

This is now far superior to the original system; this is rock
solid – if you order this scope speak to Richard regarding
this new mounting system. I can now confidently say that,
with this new solid mount, you can be assured of a
consistent grouping without the scope moving at all.

INFO IN GENERAL
For information on this scope and that first test
- here is the link -

http://www.africanpredator.com/night_vision
_rifle_scope.pdf

PRICING
The scope retails, as of today, at R16, 000-00 (2010)
You DO NEED a laser to help illuminate a target at a
much further range – cost of R7,000-00.
Mounting system + R700-00.
Total for this package will cost you about R24, 000-00.

PERSONAL COMMENT
The rifle scope has a small field of view and it takes practice to get on target
fast with the small tunnel of vision that you have, but once this is mastered it
is much easier. Remember at night the jackal moves a lot and he moves fast, if
you take tooooo long in finding him he is GONE! So, practice is the secret
here.
The other drawback is range; it is in my opinion limited to accurate shooting
of a jackal-sized animal out to 100m no more; a jackal is mighty small at 100m
without a zoom as this scope has. I am not going to spin stories here and give
the incorrect impression, as my website offers top-class info and I am not
going to change the facts to suit myself, but I feel if a person spends R24, 000
on a scope, he must be given the facts, or he will be disappointed. This isn’t a
second-hand car shop - we are talking jackal hunting - if you miss him he will
not forget about that night for 15 years when somebody missed him; by then
he is dead anyway from old age - in other words you can’t afford to miss!
So, generally, small field of view, no zoom ability and max range at 100m for a
R24, 000 scope in my opinion isn’t worth it. But the accuracy it does achieve is
very good and at 70m-80m getting a 1-inch group isn’t hard to achieve. The
scope has quality optics, is well-made and robust, giving perfect accuracy
with a proper mount; it is just the zoom, small field of view, that is a drawback.
If you are hunting bigger game then it will be perfect to shoot out to 180m
(large pig, kudu and buck-sized animals).
Richard can help you with great advice and supply awesome NV equipment,
my most-liked item is an NV laser with an NV PB5 Binoculars – it is awesome,
for general jakkals jag met nagsig you won’t get better! Click below to see the
two items!!!
http://www.africanpredator.com/art_night_vision_on_sale.html

Contact Richard Sanders @ 082 – 312 - 0035

